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Dear Mrs Meagher, 

You keep dumbfounding me. What is dumfounding mé today is receiving from you . 
15 pages of "missing" CD material ~ dating back to Aug 66 yet! What an effort it mi 
have been. In order to have comp#iled a list of what was not in the 26, you must ‘ce: 
tainly first have had to compile a CD list of what was in the 26 in terms of (Ds, . 
I am wondering if, for some three years or more, you might have sat up nights inste 
of going to bed & sleeping. - 

As it is Mrs Hartmann who has been doing the recent CD-vs CE work (and not I}; 
I am sending a copy of your CD list to her. The page 1 copy of your list identifies 
it as your property. I enclose a duplicate page 1, similar to the one I provided . 
Mrs H. Helen is now up to or past CD 1306, but from her tone I gather that she. 
also at least some weeks removed from completion. A thing that has been worrying 
has been the ##¥## enormous job (which it no doubt would bel) of going thru the wh 
thigg again, following completion of the final CD, in order to make all the necess 
corrections & additions & deletions. As your own CD lists are in a sense of "oppa 
polarity" (what can be found vs what can't be found) than Helen's lists, she would : 
have an ideal.thing from which to check her own work, Where your's & her's don't’ dove 
tail, a flag goes up. 

For the reason that your CD thing could be useful only if poured over at length;.- 
for some long time, I am returning the original of it to you immediately. Otherwise 
it might get thoroughly shopworn or something in the meantime - and also in the mean 

time you might be wanting it back to lend to somebody else, Very many thanks. I ean. 
guarantee you that Helen will-be swimming in her head for 48 hours beginning with the 
hour in which she receives this thing. i 

I sent her a copy of your Index, and today I get a note from her saying "How «=. : 
can anyone get along without it?" - which is a question I am now asking myself. ‘(Noo 
reply from the library yet, but perhaps soon). ; te 

Incidentally, if I haven't mentioned it before, I'm gradually "taking leave! of. 
the ##@ JFK thing & all related things. This is one of the reasons for my saying that 
I wouldn't be bugging you with further letters. Another reason is that I have this... 
notion that it ought to be declared a Sin for unbusy.people to bother busy people whe 
the busy people could better be spending the time doing what they are doing. This ~ 
feeling is in part responsible # for my starting letters & not finishing them. | (As. 
per the. attached unfinished one of a few days ago, Ha!) cr 

If you do decide to do that one on Assassinations, hope you will write it in the: 
same style of subtle now&then humor & satire as ACCESSORIES. If you want to Spread. - 
‘the Word, you certainly do have a marvelous gift for spreading it in just the right 
way. ; 

About the radio thing mentioned in a previous letter, it seems possible that you: 
‘might not be contacted by the station for a guest appearance.. I have: just had,a whigs 
"of 2nd or Ath or 8th hand that # it might not come about. (Your name was not mention- 

ed, however, nor were any names). But so it goes. In the meantime I'll just stop 
thinking about it unless I see that some Other anti-assassinator is given a slot in th 
show. 34 

Co a o . Many Thanks, =~ 
_ OD orcs cee «Si ws AZ Cate ty LL . SJ / Steffen Sorensen 
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